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Meet our languages lead 

It is an absolute privilege to lead and teach languages across our three Key Stage 2 classes. Pupils from years 3-

6 receive an hour of languages learning per week across the entire year. This significant commitment to the 

curriculum is based on a firm belief that learning languages prepares pupils to participate in a rapidly changing 

world in which work and other activities are often carried out in languages other than English. The rise of 

international commerce means that pupils need to be equipped with the skills needed by the international 

workplace.  

The teaching and learning of a new language also has significant benefits for the children’s developing 

knowledge of their own language as their understanding of word class and grammatical structures expands.  

At West Rainton Primary School, the languages curriculum is predominantly centred around French. Alongside 

English, French is the only language spoken on all continents of the world. It is also the second most widely-

taught language across the world after English. In an ever-growing technological world, French is also the third 

most common language used online after English and German. Learning French gives children a good foundation 

from which to learn other Latin-based languages such as Spanish, Italian and Portuguese as well as a deeper 

understanding of the roots of English. Through close relationships with our local secondary schools, we also 

know that the knowledge and skills we instil in French, give our children a springboard to success in the subject. 

Learning a foreign language is a great leveller for children, and one of the few subjects where everyone is 

learning together at a similar rate and pace. This gives it a different social dynamic in the classroom and fosters 

confidence and self-belief to attempt something new and exciting regardless of prior ability. Most importantly 

of all, French is also great fun! 

As the subject lead, and teacher, I draw on my own background of French and German learning which I took at 

secondary level, receiving an A in French at GCSE level. I have thoroughly enjoyed revisiting my language learning 

through extensive professional development with the Local Authority and I also ensure I put it into practise 

through regular trips to Europe. My passion for learning about other cultures and traditions is something I ensure 

is transferred to learners. I want all of my learners to know that the world is an exciting place full of opportunities 

and that they are generation of global citizens for whom it has never been more open and accessible.    

The choice of which languages to teach is secondary to the lifelong language learning skills that the pupils will 

be encouraged to develop. Skills that they will be able access in the future will help them to learn new languages 

or to improve their competence in an existing language. As we have been teaching languages in this way for 

eight years now, we have seen this ourselves as we’ve recently expanded our curriculum to cover at least one 

unit per term in either German, Spanish or Italian. Increased capability in the use of languages promotes 

initiative, confidence and independent learning and encourages diversity within society.  

Mrs Alison McDonough 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Aims and Objectives 

 The aims and objectives of learning a language in primary school are:  

 To foster an interest in learning other languages;  

 To introduce young children to another language in a way that is enjoyable and fun;  

 To make young children aware that language has a structure, and that the structure differs from one language 

to another;  

 To help children develop their awareness of cultural differences in other countries;  

 To develop their speaking and listening skills;  

 To lay the foundations for future study. 

Implementation 

KS2 children have 1 hour of modern foreign language learning per week, in order to ensure progression and skills 

development. The lessons are taught by the languages co-ordinator as part of PPA cover ensuring they have the 

same teacher throughout to help with their progression in this subject. Regular discussion between the subject 

co-ordinator and class teacher takes place to ensure subject coverage and ability is understood by all involved 

with the children in order to maximise links in other subjects across the curriculum.  

The curriculum  

French is the main foreign language that is taught in our school. In 2019 we began introducing basic skills in 

other languages including German and Spanish. The curriculum that is followed is based on the guidance given 

in the revised National Curriculum, using the Durham county scheme of work as a basis.  

The children are taught to know and understand how to:  

 Ask and answer questions;  

 Use correct pronunciation and intonation; 

  Memorise words;  

 Interpret meaning;  

 Understand basic grammar;  

 Use dictionaries;  

 Work in pairs and groups, and communicate in French/German/Spanish;  

 Look at life in another culture 

 During Language sessions children are given the opportunity to work as a class, as individuals and as part of a 

group. The choice of class organisation is determined by the learning task. By its nature, languages learning will 

involve lots of interaction with visual, auditory and kinaesthetic prompts. 

 



Roles and responsibilities 

The language subject leader will: 

 Manage the implementation of the school policy, updating the policy and scheme of work on a regular 

basis and in line with new initiatives. 

 Order, update and allocate resources. 

 Identify needs and arrange training so that all KS2 staff are confident in supporting, teaching and 

assessing languages (French). 

 Take an overview of the whole school planning to ensure that there is continuity between year groups 

and that progression is taking place. 

 Support staff in developing pupils’ capability. 

 Attend appropriate courses. 

 Report to the governors 

Class teacher will: 

 Facilitate the learning of languages (mainly French) 

 Liaise with colleagues within their key stage on curriculum coverage alongside the co-ordinator. 

 Assess the work and progress of pupils alongside the subject co-ordinator. 

Resources 

All French resources are currently stored in the subject leader file on the computer network. Extra resources 

including music cds are stored in the language co-ordinator’s room. 

Inclusion 

All KS2 pupils shall have the opportunity to develop languages capability. The school promotes equal 

opportunities and fairness of distribution of languages resources. Children with other languages at home are 

encouraged to use them for educational benefit and parents are offered advice about what is appropriate. 

Efforts are made to ensure that languages used at home are highlighted in the classroom once a teacher has 

been notified. Groupings for languages will generally follow the same pattern as for all lessons. It is appropriate 

to match pairs of equal ability, and it is also appropriate to plan to have peer tutors for some lessons where the 

objectives allow for further stretch and challenge for the most able.  

Introducing another language to pupils with SEND can be an opportunity to introduce a subject where pupils 

have no prior struggles or sense of failing. Instead it focuses on giving learners opportunities to: 

 Respond to aspects of cultural understanding through sensory investigation 

 Respond to songs, rhymes and greetings in a foreign language 

 Be aware of similarities and differences in peoples, countries and cultures 

 Make connections in their learning with other curriculum subjects 

 Lay the foundations for lifelong languages learning 

Starting from scratch in another language, often with simpler spelling and grammar rules (particularly in the case 

of German) can often lead to improvement in the child’s first language skills. Because we are often revisiting 

topics from early years’ learning such as numbers, colours, days of the week, family, foods, transport, countries 

and the weather, this often gives pupils with SEND a further opportunity to strengthen understanding of 

concepts they wouldn’t regularly revisit otherwise.  

 



Assessment, Recording and Reporting  

Most assessment is formative and is used to support teaching and learning and inform future planning. The 

languages teacher assesses the children's progress in the target language based on their achievement of the 

learning objectives in lessons. The teacher is provided with an assessment ‘tick’ chart to help with this in the 

beginning of each unit booklet. The frequent written work produced, is marked in line with the school policy on 

marking. The subject co-ordinator, alongside the class teacher is to ensure that their classes progress on the 

language objectives are recorded each term on Classroom Monitor.  

Monitoring 

 Monitoring is carried out by the languages coordinator, in the following ways:  

 Interviews with staff and pupils 

 Planning scrutinies  

 Work sampling  

 Lesson visits (where the subject is taught by anyone other than the subject co-ordinator) 

 Looking at class and individual progress on internal data system- Otrack. 

 Reporting to and receiving challenge from school governors 


